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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f be a function defined on R” x RN x RnN, and set 
Z(u, A) = jA Ax, u(x), Wx)) dx: 
we say that u is a local minimizer for Z if 
Z(u, spt cp)GZ(u+cp, spt 9) for all cp E Ci(R”; RN). 
In a fundamental paper, which appeared in 1977, K. Uhlenbeck [lo] 
proved everywhere C’*’ regularity for local minimizers u E W’*P(s2; RN) of 
s IWx)l JJ dx, n 
with p > 2, and more in general for local minimizers of 
s g(lMx)12) dx R 
when g(t2) behaves like tP. This result has been generalized in two different 
ways: in [2,4] dependence of the integrand on (x, u) is allowed, and in 
[ 1, 7-91 the case 1 < p < 2 is studied. Under this assumption, regularity is 
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proved in [7, 91 only for N = 1, which in the smooth case corresponds to 
a partial differential equation insted of a system, and in Cl, 81 only for 
quasilinear systems. 
In this paper we give a regularity theorem in the nonlinear case with 
N > 1, 1 < p < 2, and dependence also on the variables (x, u). 
We consider first the case independent of (x, u). Let 1 < p < 2, and 
f: RnN -+ R satisfy for a suitable p > 0 the following assumptions: 
C,(P2 + lt12)p’2 <f(l) 6 C(P2 + lr/2)p’2; (HI) 
f(5) = s(1512), with g~C2(R)ifp>Oorg~C2(R\{O})ifp=O; 
(Hz) 
ID*f(r)l dc(p2+ I~12)(p-2)? (H3) 
(D2f(4) tl fl> ’ (P2 + 1412P-2)‘2 7 A Iv1127 (H4) 
and also, for some CI E (0,2 - p], 
ID’f(5)-D2f(q)l dc(p2+ (Q2y2)‘*(p2+ lq)2)(p-2)‘2 
x (p2+ 1(12+ lq(2)(*-p~I)‘215-11111. (H5) 
Then we have everywhere regularity: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let u E W:;Cp(Q; RN) be a local minimizer of 
J f(Du(x)) dx, with f satisfying (H 1 ), . . . . (H5). Then Du is locally A-Hijlder 
continuous for some 3, > 0. 
For the case with (x, U) we need the following assumptions: 
for every fixed (x,, q,) the function f(x,, zq,, 5) satisfies 
(Hl), . . . . (H5) with CL, ci, c, LX, independent of (x,, u,); W) 
If(x, 4 5) -f(Y, 095)l d (cl’+ 14T12P2 4l4, lx- Yl + 
[U-VI), where o(s, t)=K(s).min{P, L} for some L>O 
and y E (0, 11, and K is increasing. (H7) 
Then, denoting by Sk the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure, we have a 
partial regularity result: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let UE W,‘$‘(Q; RN) be a local minimizer of Jf(x, u(x), 
Do(x)) dx, with f satisfying (H6), (H7). Then there is an open set 9, c 52 
.such that & ,(Q\Q,) = 0 for some q > p, and Du is locally A-Hiilder 
continuous in Q0 for some 1> 0. 
Our proofs follow the argument used in [4, lo] for the case p > 2, and 
rely heavily on the special structure (H2) off: In our case there are some 
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new difficulties, as, for example, in proving Proposition 2.6 where the 
simple device of adding E j IDu\* dx to the functional would not affect its 
lack of ellipticity at Du = 0. 
The difference with the case p > 2 does not lie only in the technical 
problems involved, but also in some regularity properties of the minimizer 
u which come as a by-product of our estimates: precisely the function U, 
which is a priori only in W’*“, comes out not only to be in C’,A, but also 
to have second derivatives in L2. 
Finally, we remark that it is not difficult to obtain the analogous of 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 when f has the form 
fb, U? 5) = g(x, 4 ~,&~ u) b&x, u) etr$, 
with u, b uniformly elliptic, bounded, symmetric, and y-Holder continuous 
(see C2,41). 
While writing this paper, we were told that also C. Hamburger [6] was 
working on the same subject, but using very different techniques. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
To simplify the notation, the letter c will denote any constant, which 
may vary throughout the paper, and if no confusion is possible we omit the 
indication of 1;2 and Rk when writing Wm*P(Q; Rk). If u E Lp, for any B,(xo) 
we set 
1 
l4 x,,,R = ~ meas BR s 
u(x) dx = 
B,+~) f u(x) dx. BR(XO) 
We will often omit the centre of the ball, thus writing only uR and fBR. 
First we give some basic inequalities: 
LEMMA 2.1. For every y E ( - l/2,0) and p 3 0 we have 
l~~~(~2+lq+s(5--)12)yd~ 8 
b2+ ItI*+ 1112Y 
6- 
2y+ 1 
for all 5, r] in Rk, not both zero if p = 0. 
Proof. The left inequality follows from the convexity of 
5-H I~+~(~-~)I’~ since y < 0. In order to prove the second inequality, we 
may assume 
ItI 6 Irll, t z4. 
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Denote by to the point with least norm of the line through q and r, and 
set 
in addition, for every A E Rk and s E [0, 11 set 
VA(S) = (P2 + 1’1 + s(A - ?)I 2)y. 
We remark that so > l/2; in the case so > 1 we have q&s) < cpecO(s) for all S, 
so that 
s,’ cp&) ds 6 Jo1 cp&) ds. (2.1) 
In the case so < 1 
I 
1 
q&s) ds < 2 
0 I 
y (P<(S) ds = 2s, i 
1 
o c?&W~2j-’ o cpc,(s) ds. (2.2) 
Remarking that cpt(,,(s) 6 cpo(s), from (2.1), (2.2) follows 
62l-? I o1 (p2+s2(~~12+l~~2))yds 
64 s ’ (p+s(lQ2+ lq(2)1’2)2yds. (2.3) 0 
Now if O<b<a 
s 
’ (a+sb)2)‘ds<a2)‘<2(u2+b2)y 
0 
and if b>aaO 
I ’ (a + sb)2y ds G (y2t :)f;i’ 0 <& (a+b)2y< & (a2 + b21y, 
so the result follows from (2.3). 1 
LEMMA 2.2. For every y E (- l/2,0) and p 2 0 we have 
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~2y+l~,e~~,~“~2+‘5’2)Y~-(r(2+is12)’~l~ 4) 
t/J2 + ItI2 + l’112)y 2y It-44 
for every <, q in Rk. 
Proof. Set 
1 
F(i)=- 
2(Y + 1) 
b2+ 1112)y+1> 
so that 
Ml) = (P2 - lil’)’ i, ~2m)=(P2+1112Y z+p2+(1/2 
( 
2yiQi ; 
) 
in particular we have 
(~*r;(i)A~)>,cb+ w*+ li12)y142 (2.4) 
P2F(i)l d&a2 + lil’)‘. (2.5) 
Then by (2.4) and Lemma 2.1 
(m5)-mrl), 5-s>= jb’ D2F(rl+s(5-qr))ds (5-q), (C-s)) 
( 
3~~Y+~~~~2+1512+I?12~~15-~12, 
and the left inequality follows immediately. By (2.5) and Lemma 2.1 
IM5)-Wv)I <jo* I~*J’(q+s(t-s))I ds 15-V 
pm 
2y+ 1 
w+ 151*+ lyl12)y7 
which concludes the proof. 1 
In what follows, UE W&Y . is a local minimizer of jf(Du) dx, with p z 0 
fixed (it is not restrictive to take p 6 l), 1 < p < 2, and f satisfies some of 
the assumptions (Hl), . . . . (H5). We set 
H(5) = (P2 + lt112Y’* 
V(5)= (p2+ l<12)(p-2)‘4t 
@(x0, RI = f I Wu) - (VDu)).x,, RI* dx. BR(X ) 
First we giye a higher integrability result for H(Du): 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f’sutkfy (HI ). There are two constants c s 0 und 
q > 1, both independent of p, such that 
(1’ 
1 ‘Y 
W( Du) dx 
! f 
<C H( Du) dx 
BR’2 B, 
for every B, c 0. 
The proof is essentially the same as Theorem 3.1 of [3, Sect. V]. 
From now on we specialize to the case /i>O, to obtain the estimates 
which will allow us to deal with the general case. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let f be a function of class C2 satisfying (Hl), (H4). 
Then 
UE w:dcp, V( Du) E w/:,2. 
Moreover 
(2.6) 
s 
(p2 + IDuI~)‘~-~“~ D2 1 ul’dx$$i‘a,W(Du)dx (2.7) 
BR/Z 
j lD2u~Ddx+j~RH(Du)dx. (2.8) 
BR/2 
for a suitable c independent of p. 
Proof: Since f is a convex function of class C ‘, by (Hl ) we have also 
IDf(<)l <c(p2+ (Q2)(p-‘)“2. (2.9) 
Let F, be a coordinate direction in R”; for every function g we define 
For every cp E W’x p with compact support in S2 we have 
s 
fsL(Du) D,cp’ dx = 0, 
so that for h small 
I Cf@u(x + k)) -.fcc;(Wx))l D,cp’ d-c= 0. 
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Choosing (pi= (l/h) q2d,,ui, with q E Ci(B,), O<q 6 1, q s 1 on BR/*, 
(Dq( d c/R, and lD*q) d c/R*, we obtain 
IA,(fib(~u)) D,A,u~$ dx= -2 j A,(fcb(~~)) A,U~Y~ D,P~ dx. 
But 
(2.10) 
and also 
A,(f#4) = j; $ Cfi;;(Wx + %))I 4 s 
then (2.10), using (H4), (2.9), implies 
~2 dfi:(DU(x+fhB~))df$(d~Ui~Dc9)dx 
JT s 
<c Ii 
o1 (p’+ IDu(x+ th~,)~*)(~-~)‘* dt
x (IDA,4 Pvl v + IA,4(W*vl + IDul’)) dx 
& 
SI 
’ (/A* + (Du(x + the,))2)(p~ ‘I’* dtlDA,ul r] dx 
R o 
( p* + JDu(x + ths,)12)(pp ‘)‘* dt lAhul dx. 
Applying Young inequality in the second-last line, one easily reduces to 
s (p*+ (Du(x)(*+ IDu(x+h~,)(*)‘~--I’* JDd,,u~*~*dx 
&- 
R2 I I 
’ (p*+(Du(x+th~,)(*)~-‘It 
B.Q 0 
~(~*+~Du(x)~*+~Du(x+~E,)~*)(*-~)’~~~ 
( ~*+~Du(x+th~,)~*)(~--~‘*dfJA~~J dx. (2.11) 
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Now by Lemma 2.2 
d s (,u*+ IDu(x)l*+ /Du(x+h~,)l*)(~-*“* lDd,u12 q* dx; (2.12) 
joining (2.11), (2.12), and taking the limit in h we get that V(DU)E W:;E, 
together with (2.6). Also, by Lemma 2.2 
JBR2 Id,, Wp dx S c jBR,2 IdA Wu))l W2 + IWx)l* 
/ 
+ IDu(x + h&J 2)p(2 --p)‘4 dx 
> 
(2 -P)P 
<c I~dJ’W))I* dx H(Du)dx , 
and this implies u E WIOc , 2-p together with (2.8). To conclude the proof it is 
now enough to revert to (2.11): taking the limit in h yields (2.7). 1 
For every N > 0 we set 
hN(x) =p* + (min{ IDul, N})2. 
We have 
LEMMA 2.5. Let f be a function of class C* satisfying (Hl ), (H4). Then 
for every q > 0 
and 
D(hY, Du) = Dh”N Du + h”N D2u. 
Moreover 
H(Du) E W;;;, where s =- 2n >l 
2n-p 
Zf in addition f satisfies (H3) we have also 
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Prooj A consequence of Proposition 2.4 is that Du E W/;Cp, and 
therefore the properties of hg and h; Du are immediate, and the regularity 
of H is obtained by letting N-t co in ht2, recalling (2.7). Then, 
approximating Du in W,f;,P with smooth functions, and using (2.7) and 
(H3), it is easy to prove also the assertions onf[;(Du). 1 
Now we use the special form (H2) of the integrand: set 
We remark that if (Hl), . . . . (H4) hold then A is a uniformly elliptic matrix 
with bounded coefficients, and the ellipticity constant, the coefficients, and 
the ratio of the greatest o the least eigenvalue are bounded independent 
of /L. 
From now on, (Hl ), . . . . (H4) are always assumed. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. There is a positive c, independent of p, such that 
5 AapD,(H(Du)) D,q dx6 -c s ID( V(Du))12 n dx 
for all q E C:(Q) with r] 3 0. 
Proof: In the Euler equation 
I fth(Du) D,cp’ dx = 0 
we are allowed by Lemma 2.5 to take cp = DJqh”, D,u); then we have 
j D,( fth(Du)) h% D,u’D,tj dx= - j D,(f,;(Du)) v] D,(h”, D,u’) dx. 
Using (H2), the left-hand side may be written 
2 
- 
P s 
A, DMW)) D,q 4 dx; 
at the right-hand side we have 
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-j D,(fs;(W)h D,u'D,hY,+vhY, Dud dx 
wwa)j 
(IOUI~N} 
ID*u/‘dx-cl iD(V(Du))l’qhY,dx. 
Letting q -+O we have hY,-+ lCIDUIGN) in L’“, so that finally 
I &D.s(WDu)) D,rl dx 6 -c I ID(V(Du))l’?dx, (2.13) {lW<N} (IOul<NJ 
and the result follows as N + co. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.7. There is a c independent of p such that 
sup H(Du) < c f,, H(Du) dx 
BR:* 
(2.14) 
for every B, c Q. Moreover 
UE w:d& H( Du) E W,ld: .
Proof Fix N > 0; we remark that by (2.13) and Lemma 2.5 the function 
hp” is a W1x2 subsolution of the elliptic operator -D,(A,@ D,); then by 
TNheorem S.l? of [S] we have for a suitable c independent of p 
~~hl;‘~~(f~~,*hp*“dx)lX, 
where q is the exponent of Proposition 2.3. Taking the limit in N and using 
2.3 we obtain (2.14); the regularity of u and H(Du) follows then from 
(2.7). 1 
The proof of [4, Proposition 3.11 works also in our case, so we have 
PROPOSITION 2.8. There is a c independent of p such that 
@(x0, R/2) d c[sup H(Du) - sup H(Du)] 
BR BRl2 
for every B, c Q. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let B,(xo) C 52, and assume 
sup IDuI*<~P~+I~I~) 
BR 
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for some k, t. There are two positive constants c, 6, both dependent on k but 
not on p and 4, such that 
f > 
I+6 ID- til 2+26 dxdc IDu-512dx . 
BRl2 
Proof. Let B,(y,) c B,(x,) and set 
w(x) = u(x) - u&p - 5(x - Yo). 
Since for every cp E Ci 
we have 
(2.15) 
Fix DECO with 06961, q-1 in Bp,2, and IDqJdc/p, and take 
cp = WV*, then by (H3), (H4), and the Young inequality we get from (2.15) 
dc 1.i I (,u2+ l~+sDw12)‘p~2)‘2dsw21DqJ2dx; (2.16) 0 
by Lemma 2.1 and our assumption on suplDul 
c(k)(p* + (~(2)(p~2)‘2 < 
I ’ (p*+ (~+sDw(2)(p-22)‘2dsdc(p2+ (5(*)(Pp2)‘*, 0 
so (2.16) becomes 
jBo,2 IDU-ti’d+ jB, Ia-u,,,,-r(x-y,)12dx, 
and the result follows by the Sobolev-Poincare inequality and the Gehring 
lemma. 1 
From now on we use also assumption (H5). It is not restrictive to take 
the exponent 6 in Lemma 2.9 to be less than the exponent a of (H5). 
409/140/l-9 
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LEMMA 2.10. There is u c, independent of p, such that for every T E (0, 1) 
there exists E > 0, dependent on z but not on p, such that 
@(x,, R) < E sup H(Du) 
BRl2 
z. @(x0, zR) < c?@(x,, R) 
for every B, c Q. 
Proof: We only need to prove the assertion for r small, therefore we fix 
r < l/S; we will select E later. Take 5 such that 
By Proposition 2.7 
sup H(Du) < c f H(Du) dx d c B&2 BR f BR (pp + I V(Du)l’) dx 
Q cW+ @(xc,, RI + I VOI’), (2.17) 
so that if E < 1/2c we deduce 
Qih, R) <2cW’+ I V(t)12)<c~(p2+ l~l*)““; (2.18) 
therefore, going back to (2.17), 
sup IDUl p d sup H(Du) < c($ + (5(2)P’2. (2.19) 
BR/Z &Q/2 
Choose w as in Lemma 2.9, and let v E W~V~(B~,~) be the solution of 
~~,q.,4ft;$) D,v’D,cp’dx=O for all cp E W,$*(B,,,) 
VE w + W,$2(BR,4). 
We have 
f I Dv - (Du),J’ dx d m2 f IDo-(Du),,,l*dx, (2.20) &R &Q/4 
where the constant c depends only on the ratio of the eigenvalues of 
D’f (0, and therefore is independent of p. By (2.15) we have for all 
cp E W;*2(B,,,) 
f 81114 fc;$)(Dsv’- Dgwi) D,cp’dx 
= f s BR,4 ; [ft:e$ + SDw) -ft$)l ds DBwj D,cp’dx; (2.21) 
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recalling that a < 2 - p we obtain by (2.19) and Lemma 2.1 
x(p*+l51*+ (5+sDwl*)(*~p--)‘*JSDWlrdS 
<c($+ lt;l2)-“‘2 1pwiq; (/.A*+ l~+sDwl*)‘p-*)‘*ds 
<c(p2+ (Q*)(p-*--a)‘*pWy. 
Choose cp = u - w in (2.21): using (H4) we deduce 
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and using again (2.19) 
fB, pu-Dwl*dx<c(p*+ ly-af8R,4 lDw12+2adx 
= c(p2 + lQ2)-” fBR,4 lDw12+26 IDwl; 
= c($ + Icy-6 fB14 (Dw12+26 dx. 
By (2.19) we may apply Lemma 2.9, thus obtaining 
!a - *’ dx 
f 
BR/4 
~~o-Dw~2dx~c(~2+~~~2~-“(~~~~lDui12dx)1+6. (2.22) 
Now, using Lemma 2.2, 
WC,,, TR) <fB,R Iwu) - V(~~Ml* dx 
<C f (/L*+ IDU(*+ ~(Du)..l*)(~-*)‘* (Du-(Du),,l*dx B,R 
< c($ + I(Du),,1*p-*)‘* f IDw - (Dw),,(* dx. (2.23) 4.Q 
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From (2.20) we get 
f 
(Dw- (Dw),R/2 dx 
Br.4 
dc T2 
( j 
IO-(Du),,,12dx+zP 
f 
IDu - Dwl 2 dx 
BRM 81314 > 
6c T2 
( f BR/4 
~lh~-(Dw),,,~~dx+z~” jB,, I&-Dwl’dx) 
d CT 2 5 IDu-Q2dx+cT-” BR!Z b2+ lt12J-“(jBR,2 Wtl’dx)l’h. 
(2.24) 
where we used (2.22). But by Lemma 2.2 
jB,,,ID~-4l2dx~cjB~,2(~2+I~l2+l~~l2)~2-~~’2lV~DU)--V(r)l2~~ 
d c(p2 + l~12)(2-p)‘2@(xo, R), (2.25) 
using again (2.19). Then from (2.23), (2.24) we deduce 
( 
P2 + l5l2 
> 
(2 -PI/2 
@(x,, TR) d c 
P2 + I (~ULR12
x [T2@(X,, It)+ z-“(p2 + ~~~2)-~p’2(@(xo, R))‘+q, 
and (2.18) implies 
P2+ l5l2 
> 
(2 - PY2 
@(x,, tR) < c 
P2 + IPM2 
(T’ + T-‘k’) @(x,, R). (2.26) 
We prove that the ratio appearing at the right-hand side is bounded: using 
(2.25) and (2.18), 
< 0 IDu- Cl2 dx+ IV’uM2) BZR 
<c T-” 
( j 
IDu-512dx+ I(Du),,12 
SRI;! > 
Gcc~-“&(p2+ 1512)+ I(~uM’l. 
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If rrn.s < 1/2c we obtain 
151*ew+ IWLR12)~ 
therefore in (2.26) it is enough to choose E-C r(n+2”S to conclude the 
proof. 1 
Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.10 are the only two estimates needed to 
prove 
PROPOSITION 2.11. There are two constants c > 0 and a > 1, both 
independent of p, such that 
@(x,, P)d c f 0 o @(-qi, R) 
for every B, c Q and p < R. 
The proof is the same as Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 of [4]. To extend 
this result to the case p = 0 we will approximate the function J 
LEMMA 2.12. Let f satisfy (Hl), . . . . (H5) with p = 0, andfor 0 <E < 1 set 
g”(t’) = g(&‘+ t*). Then the function f”(t) = g”(ltj’) satisfies (Hl), . . . . (H5) 
with p = E, the same a and c, as f, and with c independent of E. 
Proof: It is easy to derive from (Hl), . . . . (H5) the properties of g: 
CIItlp< g(t2)QcltlP; (Gl) 
i 
iltl P-2<g’(t2)<CItIP--2 
lg”(?)l <CltlP-4 
for all t # 0; ((32) 
g’(t”)+2g”(t2) t2> ltlP-2/2 forall t#O; (G3) 
(g’( t2) - g’(?)l + 1 g”( t2) t2 - g”(S2) s2) 
bc ItIP- IsIP- (t2+s21(2-PP4/2 ItvsI” 
for t,s#O. (G4) 
Then the properties (Hl), . . . . (H4) off are immediately verified, and (H5) 
requires little effort. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.13. The result of Proposition 2.11 holds also in the case 
p = 0. 
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Proof: Fix a ball B c Q, and for every E E (0, 1) let u, be the (only) 
minimum point of 
in the space u + WA3P(B). Then 
SglDU~lI’dx~cj~fC(D~~)dx~cj f”(Du)dx<c!” (l+(~ul*)~‘/*dx; 
B B 
moreover by (2.8), if B, is any ball contained in B, 
i 
c 
IDu,lpdx<- 
BR/2 
RP~BR(~2+lD~.~2)p’2dx~~jS(1+~Du~2)P’2dx; 
therefore, at least for a subsequence, 
U, + u0 weakly in W:dp (B) and weakly in u + Wiyp(B). 
Since Du, + Du, a.e., it is easy to check that u,, is a minimum point of 
Jef(Dv) dx in u + Wisp(B), so that u. = u because f is strictly convex due 
to (H4). By (2.6) we then have 
(c2 + IDu,I*)(~-*)‘~ Du, -+ IDuJ’~-*)‘* Du weakly in W:;:(B), 
so the result follows by letting E + 0 in Proposition 2.11. 1 
Remark 2.14. In the case p > 0, from (2.7), (2.14) we deduce that for 
every B, c Q 
fBR,2 P2u12 dx G + (s,, H(Du) dx)2’p> 
and the discussion above shows that this inequality holds also in the case 
p = 0, thus implying u E W,$z. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix B,(xo) c Q and you B,,,(x,), then take 
BJ yo) C B&x0): from Propositions 2.11 and 2.13 we deduce 
and also 
SUP PI”< sup lD~l~<c(R). 
Bp(YO) B~/sfxo) 
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Then 
so if [ is such that V(r) = (V(Du)),,, we have 
151 d c(R), 
and by Lemma 2.2 
d c(R) @(Y,, P) G c(R) tf’. 
This inequality allows us to apply the regularity theorem of Campanato [3, 
Theorem 1.3, Sect. III], which concludes the proof. 1 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
Deriving Theorem 1.2 from the decay estimate for @ given in Proposi- 
tions 2.11 and 2.13 is almost routine, and we shall often refer to [3, 43, 
giving only the statements and some proofs which are different from the 
case p >, 2. In this section we always assume that j-satisfies (H6), (H7), and 
we adopt the definitions of H, V, and @ given in Section 2; it is not 
restrictive to assume p < 1. 
As its proof depends only on (Hl), again we have a higher integrability 
result for H: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p b 0. Then for every B, c Q 
v7 
H4(Du) dx > f < c H( Du) dx, BR 
with q > 1 and c > 0 both independent of p, R. 
If a function happens to be a global minimizer whose boundary value 
has some extra regularity, then the local result of Lemma 3.1 becomes 
global: 
Remark 3.2. Assume f satisfies (H 1) and B is a ball; if v is a minimizer 
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of Jf(Div) dx in the class u+ W:,“(B), with UE W’.p+e(B) for some E >O, 
then H(Du) E LY(B) for some q > 1, and 
0 
‘!Y 
> 0 > 
Pl(P+ 6) 
HY(Du) dx < c H’P+“‘/P(Du) dx 
B B 
For the proof, see [3, p. 1521. 
In order to use the estimates of Section 2 we compare u with the solution 
of a problem independent of (x, u): 
LEMMA 3.3. There are two positive constants c, /I, both independent of 
p 2 0, such that if B,(x,) c Q and v is the minimum point of 
I fbo, (u)x,,R, Dw) dx BR..Z 
in the space u + WA,P(B,,,), then 
E I f’-WI - WWl* dx BR,2 
( f > 
B 
G C~(IU,,R I) jB, H(Du) dx RP (1+ IDulp)dx . 
BR 
Proof: We may assume that the exponents q in Lemma 3.1 and 
Remark 3.2 are the same, and that qy > p(q - 1 ), where y appears in (H7). 
To deal simultaneously with the cases p = 0 and ,u > 0, set 
g”tt) = dxO> %g,R, t, 
and define for all E > 0 
f”(t) = gob2 + ItI’) 
(compare Lemma 2.12). We may write 
/BR,2 [f”(Du) -f”@)l dx = jBR,* .f$$“;(oW,ui - D,v’) dx 
+ Jb,,* j’ (1 -s) f&&Dv + Mu - Dv)) ds 
x (D,u’- D,vi)(Dgui- D&) dx 
= I; + z; ; (3.1) 
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since (2.8) holds for f”, we have easily 
lim I; = 
E s BR/Z 
$pu)(D,u’- D,u’) dx = 0 
by the minimality of u, whereas (H4) and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 imply 
r; 2 c I J(~2+~2+~Du~2)~p~2~‘4Du-(~2+~2+~D~~2)~p-2~’4Du~2dx, BR/Z 
and by Fatou’s lemma 
lim inf I: > c I 1 V(h) - V(Du)l* dx; E B/f/Z 
letting ~40 in (3.1) we have by (Hl) 
f BR,2 [f’(h) -f”(Du)] dx 2 c f 1 V-(h) - V(Du)(* dx. (3.2) BR/2 
On the other hand, the left-hand side of (3.2) may be written 
Here, 
s, + s, + s3 = f BR,l C”mO~ UXO,RY Du) -f(x, u, Du)] dx 
+ I,, “( 
x, u, Du) -f(x, u, Du)] dx 
+ fBR,2 “( 
x, u, Du) -f(xo, uxo,R, Do)1 dx. 
s,<o (3.3) 
by the minimality of u; by (H7) and Lemma 3.1 
Sl d cN14u,R I)fB~lH(ou)(mini~,R+lu-u~~.~lj)‘dx 
<c(L)K(lu,&j H(Du)dx f (RP+Ju-u,rJP)dx 
( 1 
(4 - 1 j/Y 
BR B.Q 
<cK(lu,l)f 
(4 - 1 )lY 
(1 + IDu(p)dx 
> 
. (3.4) 
BR 
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Analogously by (H7) and Remark 3.2 
S,<cK(lu,()l H(Du)dx j 
( 
(RP+Iv--lP+(U--URIP)dX 
> 
(4 I):4 
BR BR.2 
dc~(b/?O jBRH(w~+pj (I+ BR 
and the result follows by (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) 
PROPOSITION 3.4. There exists an open set Q, c Q such that u E Cog” 
for every A < 1, and Hausdorff measure XMppp ,(Q\Q,) = 0 for some E > 0. 
Proof: For every B,(x,) c 52 we set 
cp(xo7 PI = PP f H(Du) dx; B&o) 
fix a particular B,(x,), and let v be the function defined in the statement 
of Lemma 3.3. If 0 -CT < l/4 we have 
cp(x,, zR) d c(TR)~ f (H(Dv) + JDu - DuJ “) dx; (3.5) 
&I 
by Propositions 2.11 and 2.13 
f H(Dv) dx 6 sup H(Dv) < c B&Q BR/4 f 
H(Dv) dx ,< CR-~ cp(x,, R). (3.6) 
h/2 
As for the second term in the integral in (3.5), by Lemmas 2.2 and 3.3 
f [Du-DvIpdx &R 
dr --n f (Du- Dvlp dx 8.~2 
<CT-” 
s 
(IV(Du)- ?‘(Dv)((p2+ IDul’+ IDu(~)(~~~)‘~)~~x 
BR/Z 
RP jBa(l+lDuIY)dx 
B PI2 
>I 
(2--Pm 
(p2 + (Du(* + (Du(‘)~‘~ dx 
<c~-“(K((u,())~‘~ jBI1 H(Du)dx(RPj 
PW 
(1+ IDulp)dx . 
BR 
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By (3.5), (3.6) it then follows 
cp(x,, zR)<c.rPq(x,, R)(l +z~“(K(lu,l))p’2[Rp+(P(X0, R)]pfl’*). 
The result follows from this inequality as in [3, pp. 170-1741. 1 
Remark 3.5. As in the case p 3 2, one may prove that 
Q\Qo = {x: sup 1UX.R I= +co}u 
I 
x:liminfRP 
R R-0 f RR(X) 
in addition, for every M there are co, R. such that 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. See the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [4]. 1 
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